It has been recognized that bystander effect is one of the key factors for radiobiological effects, particularly in low-dose region. Although <1% of cell nuclei were actually traversed by an alpha particle, 30% of the cells showed an increased frequency of sister chromatid exchanges at very low dose (0.31 mGy) of alpha particles exposed to a CHO culture dish [1] . Since then, a number of studies including high LET microbeam experiments have revealed that the bystander effect is possibly mediated through both gap-junction signal transfer and releasing bystander-transmitter molecules from the irradiated cell into medium. Although it has particularly been given considerable attention to the latter process, however, the signal transfer through medium seems very specific to the artificially system of monolayer culture dishes, which are substantially different from in vivo system in which cells contact each other to form a functionally three-dimensional (3D) structure. Bystander signals must mainly be transferred through gap junctions.
